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The Lottery, by Shirley Jackson

In A Nutshell
"The Lottery" caused major controversy when it was first published in the June 26, 1948 issue

of The New Yorker. Shirley Jackson's implicit critique of the brutality underlying the rituals

and values of America's small towns outraged magazine readers, many of whom cancelled

their subscriptions (see the Encyclopedia Britannica for more on the tale's publication history).

As a side note – Jackson based "The Lottery" on her life in North Bennington, Vermont

(source). Some of us here at Shmoop happen to be from that fine state, and we'd like to assure

all potential tourists that despite what you may read in "The Lottery," you don't have to worry

about sudden stoning in the Green Mountain State. Anyway, back to the matter at hand.

The anonymous, generic village in which "The Lottery" is set, in addition to the vicious twist

the story gives to a common American ritual, enhance the contemporary reader's uneasy sense

that the group violence in the story could be taking place anywhere and everywhere, right

now. Jackson's skillful warping of a popular pastime has become an American classic,

establishing her position as one of the great American horror writers.
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Big Picture Study Questions

1 With the exception of the final five paragraphs, are there any indications of violence in the

life of the village? What might the absence or presence of violence in other aspects of

village life indicate, in light of the story's conclusion?

2 Do you agree with Mrs. Hutchinson – is the lottery unfair? How or how not? Her friends

and neighbors point out that they all take the same risks in participating.

3 Are there any clues in the story that might explain how the lottery first started? What

might its purpose be? What passages give the reader clues about the origins of this ritual?
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